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ABSTRACT
Contingency tests of neutrality are performed using mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase ZZ (COZZ) DNA
sequences from hominoid primates, including humans.
An intra-/interspecific haplotype tree is estimated, including a statisticalassessment of ambiguitiesintreetopologyandbranchlengths.Four
functional mutational categories are considered: silent and replacement substitutions in the transmembrane portion of the COII molecule, and silent and replacement substitutions in the cytosolic portion.
Threetreetopologicalmutationalcategoriesareused:intraspecific
tips, intraspecificinteriors,and
interspecific fixed mutations. A full contingency analysisis performed, followed by nested contingency
analyses. The analyses indicate that replacementmutations in the cytosolic portionare deleterious, and
replacement mutations in the transmembrane portion and
silent mutations throughout tend to be
neutral. These conclusions are robustto ambiguities in tree topology and branch lengths. These inferwith an analysisthat only contrasts silent and replacement
us. polymorences would have been impossible
phic and fixed. Also, intraspecific interior mutations have similar evolutionary dynamicsto fixed mutations, so pooling tip and interior mutations into a single “polymorphic” class reduces power. Finally,
the detected deleterious selection causes lowered inbreeding effectivesizes, so arguments for small
effective sizes in recent human evolutionary history based upon mitochondrial DNA may be invalid.

A

fundamental prediction of the neutral theory is
that the neutral mutation rate determines both
the rate of interspecific divergence and influences the
amount of intraspecific polymorphism ( & M U M 1968).
This double impact of the neutral mutation rate arises
because intraspecific polymorphism is simply a transient phase of the stochastic process that ultimately
leads to fixation of alleles under the neutral theory.
W m m SMITH(1970) was the first to propose using
this predicted relationship between interspecific divergence and intraspecific polymorphism to test the neutral hypothesis. Unfortunately, the levelof polymorphism also dependsuponthe
long-term inbreeding
effective sizes ofspecies and uponhow closespecies are
to mutation/drift equilibria. For example, polymorphism in the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) of the Bosophila melunogasterspeciesgroup has undoubtedly been
influenced by the effect of hitch-hiking of host mtDNA
haplotypes on the rapid spread of the cytoplasmic microbe Wolbachia through host populations (KILPATRICK
and RAND 1995). As a consequence, although rates of
fixation and levels ofpolymorphism should be positively
correlated under the neutral theory, there is no simple
or universal relationship between these variables. This
makes it difficult to test the neutral theory using this
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predicted relationship between divergence and polymorphism. One way of controlling forvariation among
species in long-term effectivesizes or indepartures
from equilibria is to contrast the rates of fixation and
polymorphism for differentclasses ofmutation that occur in a single evolutionary tree of genetic variation
that incorporates both within and between species differences. Although different classes
of
mutational
change may have different neutral mutation rates, the
different classes ofmutations foundin a commonevolutionary tree (and thereby sharing common inbreeding
effective sizesand degrees of departure from mutation/
drift equilibrium) shouldhave the same relative proportion of fixed us. polymorphic mutational events if all
mutational categories are neutral (and if all mutational
categories are observed with equal resolution in both
the intra- and interspecific portions of the data set, an
will be addressed). Conseimportantconditionthat
quently, testing neutrality becomes equivalent to a simple contingency test of homogeneity in which one dimension consists of the mutational categories and the
other dimension consists ofthe tree position categories
of “fixed” (interspecific differences) us. “polymorphic” (intraspecific mutations).
This straightforward contingency test of neutrality using a combinedinter-/intraspecific evolutionary tree of
genetic variation was first proposed and executed by
TEMPLETON
(1987). However, few data sets with both
inter- and intraspecific mutationalinformationona
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common evolutionary tree existed at that time, so this
a new mutational contrast: “young” mutations (those
contingency approach to testing neutrality did not gain found on the tip branches, all of which are intraspemuch popularity untilits rediscoveryby MCDONALD
and
cific) us. “old” mutations (those found on the interior
KREITMAN (1991). By 1991, many DNA sequence data
branches, both intra- and interspecifically).
sets existed that allowed the estimation of haplotype
treeshaving both an intra- and interspecific compoMATERIALSANDMETHODS
nent. As sequencing has become more and more comCOlZ sequence data: Sequence data were obtained from
mon, the number of data sets amenable to this continRUVOLO
et al. (1993) and RWOLO et al. (1994) for six humans
gency
test
of neutrality
has
grown
accordingly.
(Homosapiens) that defined four distinct haplotypes,five comapHowever, the full potentialofthiscontingency
mon chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) that defined four distinct
proach has not yet been fully explored. For example,
haplotypes, four pygmy chimpanzees (P. paniscus) that de(1991) used only two mutaMCDONALD
and -ITMAN
fined four distinct haplotypes,six gorillas (Gorilla g m d l a ) that
defined six distinct haplotypes, and one orangutan (Pongo
tional categories: amino acid replacement substitutions
pgymueus).
The haplotype abbreviations used in this
paper are
and silent substitutions. However, there is no inherent
the same as those used in the articles cited above.
limit in the contingency approach to just two types of
Tree estimation and evaluation: The limits of parsimony
mutations, and indeed TEMPLETON
(1987) used up to
and the probable extent of deviations from parsimony were
five mutationalcategoriesintheoriginal
use of the
estimated with the algorithm given inTEMPLETON
et al. (1992)
using the Mathematica (WOLFRAM1991)packageParsimocontingency test of neutrality. In this paper it will be
nyAnalysis (written by the author and available upon request).
shown how using more than two mutational classes can
Because the rate dynamics of replacement and silent substituyield greater insight into the nature of selection on the
tions are so different, separate analyses were performed for
cytochrome oxidase 11 (COII) gene in hominoid primate
these two categories of mutations. Moreover, becausemtDNA
has a strong transition bias, all calculations using ParsimomtDNA when departures from neutrality are revealed.
nyAnalysis were performed assuming a strong transition bias
(1987) and MCDONALDand KREITBoth TEMPLETON
(b = 1 in the parameterization givenin TEMPLETON
et al.
MAN (1991) limited the tree category dimension of their
1992). To estimate these limits and probable deviations, it is
contingency tests to “fixed” us. “polymorphic.” HUDalso necessary to know the total number of sites at risk for a
SON (1993) pointed out that finer distinctions are
possiparticular mutational type. Given that most silent mutations
are third-position mutations, the number of sites at risk for
ble in principle but did not suggest any specific ones.
silent mutation was set at one-third the total sequence length
However, recent work in coalescent
theory
by
of 684 to yield 228. The number of sites at risk for replaceCASTELLOE and TEMPLETON (1994) suggests
a meaningment mutations was set to456. These numbers are not precise
ful finer categorization: splitting the intraspecific
“polybecause some third site substitutionsare not silent, and some
morphic” class into those mutations falling
on “tip”
second site substitutions are not replacements. However, the
expected deviations are minor, and given that these numbers
branches us. “interior” branches. Atiphaplotype
is
are large relative tothe number of differences to be analyzed,
connected to only one other haplotype in the tree. An
the resulting parsimony probabilitiesare not sensitive to small
interior haplotype is connected to two or more other
deviations from these numbers.
haplotypes in the tree, and hence represents an interior The haplotype sequence data were used to estimatea maxia topologicalsense.
CASTELLOE and TEMnodein
mum parsimony tree using the estimation algorithm of TEMPLETON et al. (1992), which not onlyestimates a tree, but
PLETON (1994) showed that for an intraspecific haplocreates a 95% plausible set of trees that includes all connectype tree, interior haplotypes strongly tend to be older
tions that have a probability 2 0.95 under neutral coalesthan tip haplotypes and that interior haplotypes also
cence. The program PAUP 3.1.1 (SWOFFORD
1993) with the
tend to be more frequent in the gene pool than tip
branch and bound option was used as an aid to implement
haplotypes. Hence, the topological contrast of tip us.
the algorithm of TEMPLETON
et al. (1992). The organutan
sequence is used as the outgroup.
interior for the most part corresponds toa contrast of
Mutational categories: In addition to the standard categoyoung us. old and (toa lesser extent) rare us. common.
ries of silent us. replacement substitutions,an additional pair
Given that the mutations that are
ultimately fixed come
of categories was defined a priori on the basis of the known
preferentially from the old, common class and not the
biochemical functioning of the COIIpolypeptide. On the
young, rare class under neutrality, then polymorphic
N-terminalside of the central aromatic domain, the COII
polypeptide is hydrophobic and is found in association with
mutations on interior branches may well have evoluthe transmembrane portion of the cytochrome oxidase comtionary properties more akin to fixed interspecific muplex. The C-terminal side of the molecule is hydrophilic and
tations than to polymorphic tip branches. This
possibilprotrudes into the cytosol. It contains the CuAsite, crucial for
ityis strengthened by the work of FU and LI (1993)
the transfer of electrons to O2 and for the cytochrome c bindwho show that deviations from neutrality can be deing site (LARSSON et al. 1995; TSUMHARA
et al. 1995). Because
of the extreme difference in the biochemical role played by
tected with intraspecific databy discriminating between
these two regions, mutations are categorized as N-terminal
“external” (ie., tip) us. “internal” (ie., interior) mutamutations (the hydrophobic region plusaromatic divider, cortions. This paperwill provide an empiricalinvestigation
responding to nucleotide sites 1-330) or C-terminal mutaof theutility of discriminatingamong these two topologtions (nucleotide sites 331-684). Hence, there are a total
ical classes of mutations with respect to the evolution
of four mutational categories: N-terminal silent, N-terminal
replacement, Cterminal silent, and C-terminal replacement.
of the COII gene in the hominoid primatesby creating
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Contingency
analyses: Two-by-two contingencytables
were analyzed using Fisher's exact test (FET). Larger tables
were analyzed with an exact
permutational test using the
algorithm of ROFF and BENTZEN (1989) and using 1000 random permutations of the data to simulate thenull hypothesis of homogeneity.

RESULTS
Tree estimation and evaluation: Resolving or iterating over ambiguities in thehaplotype tree is a necessary
first step in the contingency analysis because it determines the categories into which sequence differences
are sorted. If the categories are not properly erected,
then subsequent analyses are suspect. Figure 1 shows
the 95% plausible set of estimated trees. The orangutan
sequence was used to root the tree using the outgroup
method, but that portion of the tree is not illustrated
as it will not be used in any subsequent analyses. There
is a loop of ambiguity in the portion linking the common chimpanzee haplotypes to the remainder of the
tree. This loop can be broken in three equally parsimonious ways, but only the two branches of the loop shown
with dashed lines are allowed to be broken by the algorithm of TEMPLETON
et al. (1992). Phylogenetic resolution I will refer to the tree with the left-handed dashed
line broken; phylogenetic resolution I1 will refer to the
tree with theright-handeddashedlinebroken.
Although only two alternative tree topologies are likely
with these data, this ambiguity is important because the
solid branchintheloop
can eitherbeaninterior
branch or part of a tip branch, depending uponwhich
of the two resolutions is true. Inall subsequent analyses,
whenever this ambiguity is relevant, tests will be performed under bothresolutions to ensure robustness of
the test results to this phylogenetic uncertainty.
As can also be seen from Figure 1, the longest branch
with respect to replacement substitutions has a length
of 4. The probability of this branch being completely
parsimonious (that is, no unobserved replacement s u b
stitutions due to multiple mutational hits) is 0.989, and
all other branches haveeven higher probabilities for
replacement substitutions. For all branches with six or
fewer silent substitutions, the confidence of parsimony
exceeds 95%. All but two of the intraspecific branches
(the exceptions are thebranches of parsimonious length
7 and 9 forsilent substitutions found within the G. gan'llu
portion of thetree)butnone
of the interspecific
branches are within this 95% limit. Table 1 shows the
probable deviations from parsimony for all branches in
the tree with seven or more silent substitutions. These
ambiguities in branch lengths could affect the exact connections to the interspecific nodes shown in Figure 1.
However, with respect to the categories in the contingency analyses to follow, these ambiguities do not affect
the tree topology or the tree categories of the mutations
on the branches. These ambiguities do aEect the mutational counts in some of the contingency categories, so
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the results of the contingency analysis will be checked
for robustness to ambiguities in branch lengths.
Contingency analyses: Contingency tables were constructed by counting the number of mutational events
in the various categories and on the various typesof
branches for the maximum parsimony tree shown in
Figure 1. The contingency tables and test results are
shown in Table 2 for the full contrast of all four mutational categories (N-terminal silent, C-terminal silent,
N-terminal replacement, C-terminal replacement) us.
all three haplotype tree topological categories (tip, interior, fixed). The more standard MCDONALD-KREITMAN
(1991) contrastcollapses the N- and Cterminalcategories into the silent/replacement mutational categories
and collapses the tip and interior categories into a single polymorphic category, yielding the 2 by 2 table given
in Table 3.
The contingency test for the full model can be subdivided to investigate the evolutionary dynamics of the
different mutational categories. First, the impact of the
biochemical region of the molecule upon theevolutionary dynamics of silent and replacement mutations can
be examined by a contingency test of the first and second columns of Table 2 (which contrasts the evolutionary dynamics of silent substitutions in the C- us. the Nterminal regions) and a separate contingency analysis
of the third and fourth columns (replacement
substitutions across the two biochemical regions). The permutational probability values for the contingency analysis
of silent mutations in the Nus. C regions are 0.590 and
0.670 for phylogenetic resolutions I and 11, respectively.
The permutational probability for the replacementmutations across biochemical regions is 0.119. None of
these results are significant at the 5% level, and this
may be due in partto the small numbers of observations
in some of the categories in the contingency table. To
enhance power, further pooling was done on theevolutionary tree axis: polymorphic (tip interior) us. fixed,
yielding an FET probability of 0.170 for silent substitutions and 0.091 forreplacement
substitutions; and
young (tip) us. old (interior
fixed), yielding FET
probabilities of 0.227 and 0.308 for trees I and 11, respectively, for silent substitutions and 0.040 for replacement substitutions.
A second nested series of additional contingency tests
examines the evolutionary dynamicsof silent us. replacement mutations within the N- and C-regions separately. Table 4 presents the relevant contingency tables
extracted from Table 2. The C-terminal results were
highly significant, but neither phylogenetic resolution
yields significant results for the N-terminal region (Table 4). To enhance power, the pooling categories of
polymorphic/fixed and young/old were used for the
N-terminal region. The resulting FET probability for
the polymorphic/fixed categories is 0.114, and theFET
probabilities for the young/oldcategories are 0.358 and
0.408 for phylogenetic resolution I and 11, respectively.

+

+
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FIGURE 1.-Evolutionary tree of
the COII haplotypes from hominoid primates as estimated by the algorithm of TEMPLETON
et
al. (1992). The designationsof the haplotype sequences are those given inRWOLO et al. (1994).Two alternative paths connecting
the Pan troglodytes haplotypes to the remainderof the tree are indicated by dashed lines,which are mutually exclusive alternatives.
Branch lengths are drawn proportional to their maximum parsimony branch length, with those portions of the branch due to

replacement substitutions shownby thick linesand those portions dueto silent substitutionsshown by narrow lines. The orangutan
sequence found in RWOLO et al. (1994) is not shown but was used as an outgroup. The locationof the root determined by this
outgroup procedure under maximum parsimony is indicated by the internal node at thebottom of the figure.
Table 5 shows the comparable analyses when the Cterminal mutations are pooled into the polymorphic/
fixed and young/old sets of categories.

1987; HUDSON1993). However, the statistical contrasts
depend on accurate and unbiased counts of the num-

bers of mutations in various categories. This in turn
requires that the topology and branch lengths of the
tree be estimated in an accurate, unbiased fashion.SevDISCUSSION
eral recenttests of neutrality have used the contingency
The contingency approach to
testing neutralityis simapproach (e.g.,AKASHI 1995; KELLOGG and APPELS 1995;
ple,straightforward, and does not require
statistical
SHIBATAand YAMAZAKI1995), but none of these ad(TEMPLETON dressed the effect of estimation accuracy of topologies
equilibrium undertheneutralmodel

1
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TABLE 1
Results of the analysis of the l i i t s of parsimony for those branches that have seven
or more silent substitutions under maximum parsimony
Parsimonious
branch length

7
9

20
22
26
32

Probability of
parsimony

Probability of one additional
undetected mutation

Probability of two additional
undetected mutations

Probability of three or more
undetected mutations

0.940
0.905
0.621
0.561
0.446

0.058
0.091
0.300
0.330
0.367
0.369

0.001
0.004
0.068
0.091
0.144
0.224

0.000
0.000
0.01 1
0.018
0.043
0.116

distance between species is large, there is a bias toward
undercounting the numberof transitions in amolecule
such as mtDNA that has a strong transition bias. This
in turn leads to an apparent excess of synonymous mutations, which can lead to as much as a twofold difference in theratio
of replacement to synonymous
changes between species us. within (MAYNARDSMITH
1994). This effect is not important if the between species differences are not close to saturation (MAYNARD
SMITH1994).
In light of MAYNARDSMITH’S
conclusions, an analysis
of mutational saturationof silent and replacement substitutions should be done before interpreting a rejection of the null hypothesis as evidence for selection.
Such an analysis is presented in Table 1. In the case of
COII, although all of thereplacementmutational
branchlengths fallwellwithin
the 95% confidence
bounds of parsimony, several branches involving silent
mutations do not. In particular, all of the young tip
branches fall within the bounds of parsimony for silent
mutations, but twoof the older interior branches do
not.These two interiorbranches have a significant
probability (>0.05) of exceeding parsimony by one additionalmutationat
most. All of the interspecific
branches have a significant probability of deviating
from parsimony for silent substitutions: two branches
are likely to deviate by at most one additional mutation,
three branches bytwo additional mutations, and the

andbranch lengthsuponthenumbers
in the contrasted categories.
The algorithm of TEMPLETON
et al. (1992) estimates
a 95% plausible set of trees, thereby explicitly documenting the extent of ambiguity that is likely in tree
topology and branch lengths. For the COII data set,
the 95% plausible set of tree topologies contained two
alternatives that affected the numbers of mutations in
some of the categories (Tables 2 and 4). By repeating
the contingency analyses over all alternatives in the
plausible set of tree topologies, a direct assessment can
be made of robustness of conclusions to error in tree
topology estimation. In this case, the impact of tree
ambiguity was minor, and all subsequent conclusions
about the evolution of the COII gene in the hominoid
primates are robust to this topological ambiguity.
There is also phylogenetic ambiguity in the accuracy
of the estimated branch lengths.This source of ambiguity could also havean impact on these contingency tests.
For example, MAYNARDSMITH(1994) has shownhow
the observed number of mutational differences (assuming the tree topology is known) can lead to a rejection
of neutrality even when the neutral model is true because some classes ofmutations are morelikely to experience unobserved multiple hits than other classes. MAYNARD SMITH (1994)
pointed
out that synonymous
mutations tend to be transitions, and replacement mutations are more often transversions. When the genetic

TABLE 2
Contingency analysis of the full mutational us. the full tree topological categories under both
of the likely phylogenetic resolutions shownin Figure 1
~

N-terminal silent
Tip
Interior
Fixed

C-terminal silent

N-terminal
replacement
replacement

12
12

2
3

53

6

~

C-terminal

7
2
2

Permutational probability under the null hypothesis of homogeneity: 0.000 (0.002)
The counts in only two categories were affected by phylogenetic ambiguity, as indicated by the categories
with a number followed by a second number in parenthesis. The first number is the count underphylogenetic
resolution I, and the number in parenthesis is the count under phylogenetic resolution 11. The probability
levels are presented in the same manner, with the first probability referring to phylogenetic resolution I, and
the probability in parenthesis to 11.
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TABLE 3

TABLE 5

Contingency analysis of the silent/replacement mutations
us. polymorphic/fixed tree topological categories

Contingency analysis of how mutations in the C-terminal
region are distributed across silent and replacement
categories and across the two alternative pooled tree
topological categories of polymorphic vs. fixed
and of young vs. old

Replacement
Polymorphic
Fixed

Silent
42
113

14
8

FET probability under the null hypothesis of homogeneity:
0.001
The probability under the null hypothesis of homogeneity
is determined by Fisher’s Exact Test (FET).

longest branch by up to three additional
mutations.
Hence, in the worst case scenario, there are two additional silent interior mutations,and 11 additional silent
fixed mutations. Note that these likely deviations are
nonrandomly distributed over the tree topology in the
direction predicted by M A Y NSMITH
~
(1994) despite
the fact that these hominoid species are not close to
saturation.
To assess the maximum possible impact of silent substitution undercounting, 13 additional undercounted
silent mutations (the worstcase
scenariooutlined
above) will be allocated to the N- and C-regions according to their relative lengths, rounded to the nearest
integer. That is, the two possible undercounted interior
silent mutations are allocated one each into theN- and
C-terminal regions; and five of the 11 possible undercounted fixed silent mutations are allocated to the Nterminal region and six to the C-terminal region. This
even allocation procedure is conservative because it favors the null hypothesis of homogeneity. A rejection of
the null hypothesis under thisworstcase
scenario
should be of biological significance.
Table 6 presents a comparison of the original test
results with those under thisworstcase scenario for
all contingency tests affected by additional mutations.
TABLE 4
Contingency analyses of how mutations within the Nterminal region and within the C-terminal region are
distributed across silent and replacement categories and
across the full tree topological categories under both
of the likely phylogenetic resolutionsshown in Figure 1

Region
N-terminal

CTerminal

Tree
positionReplacement
Silent
Tip
8 (9)
Interior
10 (9)
Fixed
GO
Permutational probability: 0.270

2
3
6
(0.230)

12
7
Tip
12
2
Interior
53
2
Fixed
Permutational probability: 0.004

Tree
position
Replacement

Silent

Polymorphic
Fixed

24
53

Young
Old

12
65

9
2
FET probability: 0.002

7
4
FET probability: 0.001

Almost all of
the test results are changed in only a minor
fashion. Interestingly, the largest changein relative
probabilities (with the P level going from 0.001 to
0.025) involves Table 3, the simple 2 by 2 test of polymorphic us. fixed contrasted with silent us. replacement. Overall, the test results are robustto undercounting of silent substitutions as well as to ambiguity in the
haplotype tree topology. Given the robustness of the
statistical conclusions, it isnow time to explore their
biological implications.
The full contingency analysis (Table 2) reveals a
strong departurefrom neutrality. This departure is also
seen in the MCDONALDand KREITMAN (1991) test (Table 3 ) , although in this case the rejection is much
weaker if undercounting of silent mutations had occurred (Table 6 ) . One major advantage of doing a full
contingency analysis as opposed to the simple 2 by 2
version, is that there is no possibility of refining the
analysis once the null hypothesis has been rejected in
the 2 by 2 version. However, in the full contingency
analysis, further insights into the biological basis of the
rejection of the null hypotheses are possible by performing additional contingency analyses nested within
the original contingency table.
The first nested series explored the possibility that the
null hypothesis was rejected because of nonrandomness
in the distribution of mutations across the two regions
of the COZZgene. None of the tests involvingsilent substitutions resulted in a rejection of the null hypothesis, nor
did the initial contingency test for replacement substitutions. However, there are very few replacement substitutions overall, s o this lack of significance could be due to
much lower statistical power in this case as compared to
the silent substitution case. One way of regaining power
in a contingency framework is to pool categories. However, power is only gained by pooling if the categories
being pooled are tmly homogeneous in their underlying
properties. The standard pooling of “polymorphic us.
fixed” (TEMPLETON
1987) did notenhance statistical
power, but pooling into “young us. old” did indeed en-
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TABLE 6
Test results (either exact permutational probabilities, or probabilities from Fisher’s Exact Test) under
the worst case scenario of undercounted silent substitutionscompared to the original test results

Table or original
contingency test

Original
contingency
Worst
scenario
case
contingency
result
test

Table 2
Table 3
Silent mutations across N and C
Silent mutations across N and C,
polyrnorphic/fixed
Silent mutations across N and C,
young/old
Table 4, N-region
Table 4, Cregion
Silent/replacement in N,
polymorphic/fixed
Silent/replacement in N,
young/old
Table 5, polymorphic/fixed
Table 5, young/old

0.000 (0.002)
0.001
0.590 (0.670)

0.170

result

0.000 (0.000)
0.025
0.580 (0.610)

0.190

0.227 (0.308)
0.270 (0.230)
0.004

0.238 (0.321)
0.250 (0.310)
0.000

0.114

0.105

0.358 (0.408)
0.0020
0.0015

0.326 (0.373)
0.0013
0.0009

N refers to the N-terminal region of the COIIgene, and C, the Cterminal region. Unless otherwise noted,
the mutational tree positions include the following categories: tip, interior, and fixed. Incases where the two
topological phylogenetic resolutions make a difference, the first number is the probability under resolution
I, and the number in parentheses is the probability under11.

hance statistical power, leading to a significant rejection
of the null hypothesis. Hence, from an evolutionary point
of view, the classes young us. old appear tobe more
relevant than theclasses polymorphic us. fixed. An examination of the deviation in this case indicates that there
is an excess of young replacement substitutions in the G
terminal half of the COII gene relative to young replacement substitutions in the N-terminal half. This implies
that either replacement mutations in the cytosolic portion of the molecule do not persist long in evolutionary
time (that is, theytend to be deleterious) and/or replacement mutations in the transmembrane portion of the
molecule tend to persist for long periods of time and
become preferentially fixed (that is, they tend to be advantageous).
The second nested series examined the evolutionary
dynamics of silent us. replacement mutationswithin the
N- and C-regions separately. No significant rejection of
the null hypothesis occurs within the N-terminal region,
but there is a strong rejection of neutrality in the Cterminal region, which is strongest for the contrast of
young us. old (Table 5). An examination of Table 5
reveals that thereis an excess ofreplacement mutations
in the young category, which implies either thatreplacement mutations in thecytosolic portion of the molecule
are deleterious and/or silent mutations in thecytosolic
portion are advantageous.
By combining the conclusions from these two nested
series of analyses, onlya single biological interpretation
fits all of the test results: replacement mutations in the
cytosolic portion of the COII molecule tend to be deleterious whereas replacementmutationsinthe
trans-

membrane portion and silent mutationsthroughout
the gene tendto be neutral. This precision of biological
interpretation could not be achieved by performing a
2 by 2 test. In this paper, bothdimensions of the contingency table were expanded to more thantwo categories,
and these additional categories were critical in arriving
at precise biological conclusions.
The conclusion that replacement mutations in the
cytosolic portion of the COII molecule are deleterious
also has implications for the out-of-Africa replacement
hypothesis for
modern
human
origms (popularly
et al. 1991;
known as mitochondrial “Eve”) (VIGILANT
TEMPLETON 1993).
One frequent argument made in
favor of the Eve hypothesis is that the low diversity
levels in human mtDNA imply, under neutrality,a
small inbreeding effective size during recent human
evolutionary history (ROGERSand JORDE 1995). Because there is no recombination in mtDNA, fixation
of a single selectively favored mutation in the recent
evolutionary history of humans could also cause this
depletion of variation and thus create the appearance
of small effective size (TEMPLETON
1993, 1994). However, the typeof deleterious mutations documented
here for the COZIgene would also reduce the apparent
size of the inbreeding effective size. When there is no
recombination, genomes carrying any deleterious mutations have a decreased chance of fixation (that is,
they stay in theyoung category), and this “background
selection” mimics the effects of a simple reduction in
et al. 1995).
effective population size (CHARLESWORTH
Perhaps the method of Fu (1994) for estimatingeffective size that takes into account the mutational
distribu-
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tion over the phylogenetic tree could be modified to
correct for these effects, butatpresent
even this
method requiresneutrality. Given that such deleterious
mutations arestrongly indicated by the presentanalysis
in the COZZ gene, mtDNA will be biased to yield low
effective sizeestimates, with the extentof the bias being
accentuated if other loci in the mitochondrial genome
also experiencedeleterious mutations. Hence, arguments for a low inbreeding effective size in recent human evolution based upon mtDNA should be regarded
with skepticism because they are based upon a demonstrably false premise.
The author thanks two anonymous reviewers for their excellent
suggestions on an earlier version of this paper. This work was supported by the National Institute of Heart, Lung, and Blood grant 1
R01 HL-39107.
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